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About The System 
Forex Profit Supreme is a manual trading strategy that you can use to 

generate profits from forex market every day. 

It was designed to be very simple and very powerful at the same time. And 

unlike most trading systems all over the market, this system is tested for a 

long time and proved to be profitable even in the worst market conditions. 

The reason for that, is that was designed based on the most powerful trading 

method which allowes you to follow many currency pairs at time. 

At the same time, the system was meant to be very simple. You don’t have to 

be an experienced trader to be able to use it. In fact, even if you have no 

trading experience at all you would still make a lot of money from it just like 

pro traders. 

There are many people that sign up to trade Forex that don’t understand or 

take the time to learn how and why to trade Forex. There are many risks 

involved in trading any kind of asset, whether it is stocks, bonds or 

currencies. If you are interested in trading, make sure you understand Forex 

risks. 

One of the biggest Forex risks is a leveraged buy. Some Forex brokerages 

allow you to hold a certain amount of money in your account but leverage 

that amount to up to 100 times its worth. While this can be good if you are 

on the winning side of a trade, this can be devastating if you lose your entire 

accounts worth plus many times more. 

So please, before you start trading .. make sure that you understand and 

apply money management rules. No matter how powerful the trading 

system is, without money management .. it will become a time bomb! We 

recommend not to risk more than 2% of your initial capital per trade. 

Along with this pdf manual we will add some usefull information which 

must be read as bonus. 



Back to system! It contains of 6 custom made indicators. 

 
First and the main indicator is ForexProfitSupreme Meter. Applied on main 

chart. It instantly tracks currency pairs strenght so as gives signals what is 

happening on current condition. 

Second indicator is is ForexProfitSupreme Bars. Visually helps to follow 

market direction. 

The 3rd indicator is ForexProfitSupreme Signal. On a main chart draws 

arrows of trade direction. 

The 4th indicator is ForexProfitSupreme Clocks. It is candle time ending 

clock. 

The 5th indicator is ForexProfitSupreme Filter. It is blue and red bars which 

shows trend direction with alert. 



The 6th indicator is ForexProfitSupreme Dline. It will also show trend 

direction with alert function. 

 
System installation 

 
If you already have MetaTrader 4 installed, place the following files: 

Indicators goes: 

into C:/Program Files/xxxxx/experts/indicators, where xxxxx is the name of 

your MT4. 

For example, the MT4 from FxPro is called FxPro - MetaTrader, and the 

complete 

Template goes: 

into C:/Program Files/xxxxx/templates, where xxxxx is the name of 

your MT4. 

After finished restart you MT4 platform for changes to apply. 

System Rules 
Go Long: 

1. Check ForexProfitSupreme Meter to investigate which to trade. 

2. ForexProfitSupreme Signal Arrow points up. 

3. ForexProfitSupreme Filter bars goes blue. 

4. ForexProfitSupreme Dline goes above 0 line and draw green dot. 

 

Go Short: 

1. Check ForexProfitSupreme Meter to investigate which to trade. 

2. ForexProfitSupreme Signal Arrow points down. 

3. ForexProfitSupreme Filter bars goes red. 

4. ForexProfitSupreme Dline goes below 0 line and draw red dot. 



 

 
 

Exit rules: 

Exit trade when indicators turns agaist your trade direction. Trailing stop 

could be applied, stop loss for it depends on timeframe. 

Stop loss should be placed at previous low or high. 
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Example nr1. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Example nr2. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Example nr3. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Example nr4. 

 
Example nr5. 

 



Example nr6

. 

 

 
If you have any questions you can  
contact us: support@forexprofitsupreme.com 
 
Thank you and 
 
Good luck 
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